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About This Game

Play as a small cat with an insatiable hunger. Grow bigger and bigger by eating everything in Paris. Eat rats, baguettes, people,
cars, trees, buildings, and more!

When you’re finished dining on Paris, there are seven more worlds to eat:

Consume the Caribbean as an angry octopus

Save the savanna as a heroic rat

Devour the city as a big eyed bee

Reclaim the Pacific Ocean as a basking shark

Eradicate invasive species as an experimental dingo

Stop the humans as a peckish penguin

Munch on Mars as a ball of grey goo
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Bonus Characters

In addition to the eight main playable characters, there are eight bonus characters to earn: metal cat, moray eel, elephant,
ladybug, killer whale, baby, chicken, and black hole.

Biggest Tasty Planet Ever

This is the biggest Tasty Planet game ever. There are hundreds of different entities to eat and well over 150 levels. The scale of
some of the levels is enormous; in one level you'll grow all the way from the size of a subatomic particle to the size of the

universe.

Local Co-Op

Play the entire game couch co-op with a friend!
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yet another year and another tasty planet game. overall the game was a fun time killer as i genuinely play this game mainly when
waiting for others to load. my only big issue with the game was when the levels got tedious and repetitive other wise
it's a solid

6.5\/10. Tasty Planet Forever is a really fun casual game, that\u2019s all about eating anything thats smaller than yourself (if
you ignore a few anoying levels...)

I've played and completeted "Tasty Planet", and i like that in this game "Tasty Planet Forever" that there is much more levels,
and that there are a few more challenging ones.
One thing i miss from "Tasty Planet" is to get the amount of x- thing you ate, other than that amazing game, Recomened 10\/10
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